
The figure below shows how surface and groundwater are used in this country a day.
The numbers indicate volumes of daily water use.

For irrigation

57

groundwatersurface water

61 132

(billion gallons)

For electricity  generation

2644

For other purposes

(billion gallons) (billion gallons)

HOW IS OUR WATER USED?
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2. For irrigation, which water does our country use
more, surface water or groundwater?

6. For what purpose is groundwater used most?

4. For electricity generation, which type of water
does our country use less, surface water or
groundwater?

8. True of false: Our country uses the second most
water for irrigation.

1. For what purpose is surface water used the most? 5. How much more surface water is used for
electricity generation purposes than irrigation
purposes?

7. How much ground water is pumped up every day
in total?

3. How much water is used for irrigation
purposes every day in our country?

PROBLEM A Number comparison
Addition & Subtraction (3 digits)
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2. For irrigation, which water does our country use
more, surface water or groundwater?

6. For what purpose is groundwater used most?

4. For electricity generation, which type of water
does our country use less, surface water or
groundwater?

8. True of false: Our country uses the second most
water for irrigation.

1. For what purpose is surface water used the most? 5. How much more surface water is used for
electricity generation purposes than irrigation
purposes?

7. How much ground water is pumped up every day
in total?

3. How much water is used for irrigation
purposes every day in our country?

PROBLEM A Number comparison
Addition & Subtraction (3 digits)Answer Key

Surface water

For electricity generation

61 + 57 = 118
(billion gallons a day)

Surface water

132 - 61 = 71
(billion gallons a day)

57 + 1 + 26 = 84
(billion gallons a day)

True    Electricity generation (133)
> irrigation (118) > Others (70)

For irrigation


